
The History of PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS The surprising truth about PI's 
 
The “Historical” PI 
 
The oldest reported official detectives were set up in 1749 in the UK, known as The Bow Street 
Runners. They were paid a retainer to deal with the post-war crime wave. However, the first 
recognised Private Investigator is generally thought to be Eugène François Vidocq, a Frenchman born 
in 1775 and who died in Paris in 1857. He was regarded as both a criminal and criminalist. He inspired 
many authors including Victor Hugo, Edgar Allan Poe, and Honoré de Balzac. 
 
Vidocq founded and was the first director, of the French (CID), the Sûreté Nationale. He also founded 
the first private detective agency in Europe. Vidocq is considered the father of modern criminology 
and to many, the very first PI. He founded Le bureau des Renseignements ("Office of Information") in 
1833, a company that was a mix of a detective agency and a private police force. It is considered to be 
the first known detective agency. 
 
France may have been the first to have a detective agency, but both the UK and the US had established 
agencies by the mid-to-late 1800s. Probably the best known was Alan Pinkerton, a Scotsman who 
went to the US in 1842 and eventually became a deputy sheriff. In 1850, Pinkerton became the first 
police detective in Chicago. In 1861 Pinkerton discovered an assassination plot against Abraham 
Lincoln, and later in the Civil War, he was hired to set up what eventually developed into the US Secret 
Service. Pinkerton’s famous eye logo with the words “We Never Sleep,” is believed to be the reason 
for the term “PI” (Private Eye). 
 
Over the last 150 years PI’s have been variously known as Inquiry Agents, Private Inquiry Agents, 
Commercial Agents, Private Detectives, Private Investigators, and of late, Professional Investigators. 
There is a whole range of specialist investigators concentrating on a narrow field, such as road traffic 
collisions, insurance claims, fires and numerous others. The establishment of investigation agencies is 
now a norm in most societies, and PI’s can now be found on almost every continent and major city 
across the world. 
 
The type of cases that PI’s undertake varies enormously. It can include infidelity matters, locates and 
debt related inquiries, but they can also become vital elements in fraud investigations. In addition, 
they provide a skilled investigative option for defending those accused of a crime. There have been 
numerous incidents of PI’s establishing new or undisclosed evidence, which has proved the convicted 
are in fact innocent and many have been saved from execution! 
 
Over time, the American PI became regulated in many states. As a result, licensed PI’s were afforded 
some access to official data, such as vehicle records. Gradually, over most of the world, PI’s have 
become licensed and now operate to strict legal and ethical standards. As with most professions, 
associations have formed to regulate these standards and to a large extent afford the public with the 
reassurance of both competence and professionalism. 
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